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ABSTRACT
XQuery is a functional query language for XML. We propose a relative XQuery cost model that is able to estimate
the performance gain during source level transformation.
This research facilitates the evaluation of various rewriting techniques without introducing real engines. The cost
model consists of simple recursive functions based on functional language constructs. They are determined using formal semantics and other known efficient algorithms. Analytic comparison of costs between expressions before and
after transformation is possible in an engine-independent
manner. The relativity of the model allows uninterpreted
components within, which do not affect the mathematical
proof of the comparison. Moreover, it can be tailored to
reflect engine specific evaluation strategies such as the order
of evaluation of operands.

1.

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND CONTRIBUTION

In the database optimization research field, performance
evaluation is often conducted by experiments using real engines. However, as they are conducted on their own engines
([3] for example), applicability to other engines is not guaranteed for the results. Since our target language XQuery[4]
is relatively new, many of the engines are still in the research
stage. Therefore, stable reference engines available to everyone do not yet exist. In addition, these engines make constant progress, which makes these results quickly obsolete.
Installations are also hard tasks. Our goal is to make a cost
model that can play a role of a sort of “virtual engine” as
an evaluation infrastructure for rewriting optimization research. Our contributions of XQuery cost model include (i)
simple, static, provable estimation of relative cost gain/loss
in an engine-independent manner, (ii) ability to incorporate diversity in evaluation strategy so that the cost model
can tell us which rewriting to choose. Please refer to [6]
for more complete list of (semantically-validated) transformation rules, cost definition derivations, proved cost change
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calculationsas well as evaluation of the cost model using real
engines.

2.

COST MODEL

Since the model should represent entities that produce
correct results, (1) it is basically derived from formal semantics [4]. However, (2) for expressions whose efficient
evaluation strategies are known, that strategy is used instead. In case of element construction expressions whose
cost description can be found in neither of (1) or (2), our
original assumptions apply (3).
The cost model consists of the following three basic constituents. Cost function c(e) is recursively defined by
the cost, size, and probability functions of the subexpressions. (Auxiliary) size function s(e) is defined in terms
of size and probability functions of the subexpressions. It
doesn’t depend on the cost of the subexpressions. (Auxiliary) probability function p(e) is defined in terms of the
probability and size functions of the subexpressions. It is
also independent of the costs of the subexpressions.
Summary of cost functions can be found in Table 1.
Estimation for case (1): The cost of for expression (Cfor)
is determined using formal semantics. In its Dynamic Evaluation section, the number of judgments in the premise part
are equal to the number of items in the input sequence s. We
obtain (Cfor) assuming uniform cost for each evaluation of
return clause (f ($x)).
Although the evaluation strategies for each operator (we
refer to those in Table 1 rather than physical operators) may
depend on each real engine, this diversity can be incorporated to obtain an engine-specific cost model. For example,
(Csome) models engines that stops evaluation of some expression as soon as it finds a binding which makes its body
yield true.
Estimation for case (2): Path expression is one of the language constructs that can characterize the behavior of implementations because there is a lot of optimization opportunities. Based on the notion of data and query complexity [5]
and our simple benchmarking, we have chosen (Cgstep)
for engines that evaluate polinomially with respect to both
query and data size such as eXist1 , and (Ccstep) for those
evaluate exponentially for query size and polinomially for
data size such as Galax 0.4.02 .
Estimation for case (3): Specification requires that an
element constructor make a whole copy of its content. By
1
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expression
for $x in s return f ($x)
literal
hx i{e}h/x i
e/x
e/q1 /q2 / . . . /qN
e//x
e1 , e2
$x
e1 and e2

description
for expr.
literal
elem. constructor
relative path expr.
trailing path expr.
descendant path expr.
sequence
variable reference
logical expr.

some $x in s satisfies p($x)

quantified expr.

cost
c(s) + s(s) · c(f )
constant
c(e) + (s(e) + s(e//∗)) · Ce
c(e) + s(e)c · k
c(e) + s(e)c × N d
c(e) + k · s(e//∗)
c(e1 ) + c(e2 )
Cvr
c(e1 ) + c(e2 )
c(e1 ) + p(e1 ) · c(e2 )
c(s) + s(s) · c(p)
c(s) +

1−(1−p(p))s(s)
c(p)
p(p)

label
Cfor
Cdec
Ccstep
Cgstep
Cdstep
Cseq
Cvr
Cnand
Cand
Cnsome
Csome

size/probability
s(s) · s(f )
(uninterpreted)
1
k · p(nodename == x ) · s(e)

label
Sfor

s(e//∗) · p(nodename == x )
s(e1 ) + s(e2 )
s(dereference($x))
1
p(e1 ) · p(e2 )
1

Sdstep
Sseq
Svr
Sand
Pand
Ssome

1 − (1 − p(p))s(q)

Psome

Sdec
Scstep

Meanings of symbols in the table: e, f : expressions, s: expression as a sequence, p: expression as a predicate, Ce ,Cvr ,c, d, k: some constants,
x: symbols for elements and variables, dereference($x): an expression bound to $x, nodename: name of the context node, f ($x): expressions
that depend on variable $x. Labels start with C, S and P for (resp.) cost, size and probability functions.

Table 1: Summary of cost functions for langage constructs
intuition, the cost will be proportional to the size of the
contents of the element constructor. Consequently, we derived (Cdec) and (Sdec) for the element construction
costs,
P
where s(e//∗) is recursively defied by s(e/∗)+ x∈e/∗ s(x//∗).
Our benchmark on Galax also confirmed this model.

3.

COST CHANGE ESTIMATION AND IMPLICATION

Let us consider the following associative law for quantified
expression that has where clauses:
some $y in (for $z in q
where h($z)
return g($z))
satisfies f ($y)

some $z in q
= satisfies (h($z) and (some $y in g($z)
satisfies f ($y)))

Cost change estimation using Table 1 concludes cost reduction under (Csome) and (Cand), while increase under
(Csome) and (Cnand). The intuitive explanation of the
cost reduction is that in the left hand side, although some
may determine the result without scanning every element
of its in clause, evaluation of the for expression for every element in the input sequence q is necessary. This is
because the model is based on strict evaluation strategy.
Lazy evaluation strategy would lead to the same cost for
both sides. In other words the right hand side (partially)
simulates lazy evaluation. Consequently, the cost model
can simulate the lazy evaluation strategy by the application of this kind of transformation. As for cost increase, we
were able to observe it for Galax 0.3.5 and eXist snapshot200411193 , since both operands of and expressions are always evaluated in both these implementations. This is an
example that the cost model told us some specific pitfalls
in existing engines with very sophisticated features. For
these implementations, the law can be expressed in terms
of if expressions by applying an additional transformation
e1 and e2 = if (e1 ) then e2 else fn:false() to avoid this
cost increase.

4.

RELATED WORKS

For implementations in which XML data is stored in RDB
and XQuery is transformed to SQL [2], the cost models are
discussed based on those of SQL engines [8]. Cost model
in IBM DB2 XML [1] is also highly integrated with cost
3
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model for RDB. XQuery is translated into a set of alternative physical plans including index access, for which costs
are estimated based on statistic information such as numbers of documents as well as average numbers of nodes with
same name under specific elements. TIMBER [7] translates
queries including XQuery into their tree algebra, in which
cost estimator using selectivity in a path expression and
the size function plays an important role. Our cost model
works at logical level rather than physical plan-selection
level, where concrete value estimated are compared and the
plan with the least cost is chosen for execution. Full-fledged
DB like [1] have rewriting phase, although the rules are
based on heuristics. Our model is expected to provide a
basis to the heuristics with respect to relative cost gain.
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